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CyberLock Introduces New CyberKey Vault 20S
Corvallis, Oregon, August 25, 2014— The CyberKey® Vault 20S is the newest
intelligent key cabinet from CyberLock, Inc. The Vault 20S is designed to secure
up to 20 rechargeable CyberKey smart keys and runs on an onboard computer.
This convenient, multi-functional device stores, programs, issues, and protects
CyberKey smart keys all in one place. The Vault 20S improves smart key
management and security with increased efficiency.
For added security, the keys retained in the Vault 20S are unprogrammed until
an authorized user accesses the key cabinet. Once an approved PIN or RFID
card is presented, the Vault’s internal server will program a key with the specified
permissions. The cabinet also charges the key battery and downloads the audit
trail from the key memory when the key is returned to the cabinet.
Because of its internal server, the Vault 20S operates independently of power or
network status issues and will continue to function during a power outage or
other emergency if connected to a backup power supply.
CyberLock® key cabinets are a component of the CyberLock access control
system, which uses programmable smart keys, electronic lock cylinders, and
CyberAudit software to manage access and provide security to all locking points.
The Vault 20S adds a layer of security to this system and simplifies key
management.
CyberLock, Inc. will be showcasing the new Vault 20S at the ASIS 2014 show,
September 29-October 1 in Atlanta, Georgia, at booth #3746.

About CyberLock, Inc.
CyberLock, Inc. is a high technology supplier of CyberLock access control
products that are made in the U.S.A. and shipped worldwide directly from their
headquarters in Corvallis, Oregon. For more information, please contact
CyberLock, Inc. by phone at (541) 738-5500, by fax at (541) 738-5501, by email
at sales@cyberlock.com, or visit the web site at www.cyberlock.com.
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